
Common problems when 
working with digital color

The exact same image looks different when

• viewed on different monitors

• printed on different printers

• viewed under different light sources



WHY?
• Printers, monitors, web browsers, and operating systems (and 
people!) can all interpret and reproduce colors differently.

A diagram showing the Adobe(RGB) color space and Epson Enhanced Matte paper profile. 
(graphic taken from Apple’s ColorSync Utility software)



WHY?

• Input devices (cameras and scanners) often respond 
differently to the same light

• Printers use different inks and papers

• Monitors and printers depend upon fundamentally different 
physical phenomena (mixed light vs. light reflecting off ink)

• Different light sources interact with inks and papers 
producing different colors.



WHAT CAN BE DONE?
 1.  CALIBRATE - adjust the input and output 
devices so they match a predetermined target.

2.  CONTROL THE WORLD - try to standardize the 
conditions under which every person every views 
your pictures. 

3.  COLOR MANAGE - try to change a picture as it 
moves from one device to another so that it looks 
consistent no matter where or how it is viewed.



If a picture moves from device to device 
without correction, it will look bad. 

Very bad.
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Color Management



Adobe RGB (1998)

Color Management



Color management is a system that modifies the colors of 
a picture depending upon the device that captures or 
displays the image in an attempt to maintain color fidelity 
on different devices.

Color management



The color engine (Colorsync, typically) uses the profiles 
for different devices to modify an image “on the fly” it so 
that color is as accurate and balanced as possible no 
matter where it is seen.

Color management



Adobe RGB(1998) is the color space that images are 
moved into for manipulation in Photoshop. This is the 
best space for working with images for print. 

If you’re preparing images for the web, you should work 
in sRGB color space, or convert the profile of an image 
to sRGB from AdobeRGB as a final step in image 
preparation.

(go to Edit>Convert to Profile).

Color management



You can use your monitor to simulate what your print 
will look like on a printer.  This is called “soft-proofing.” 

(go to View>Proof Setup>Custom)

Color management


